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Thesis Abstract
Many biologists use passive-infrared motion detectors (PIDs) to
monitor the motion or presence of warm-blooded animals in their research. This
study determined some of the capabilities of a commercially available PID. Three
small-mammal proxies (4.45 em, 14.7 em, and 21.5 em containers of warm water)
were passed in front of eight identical PIDs. The PID responses (at conditions of
0.5 to 10 oc above background, 0.5 m to 16m distance, and 1 to 120 crn/s velocity)
confirmed that target size, distance, subject-background temperature difference
(L\ T), and velocity are primary variables and helped define the detection limits of

the PID. Tests using a fixed L\T and constant angular velocity showed that PID
detection of the three different proxy sizes was equal for equal angular size. The
repeatability of PID detections was highly consistent, but with a small directional
dependency. There was some variation in overall sensitivity between PIDs, also
with a directional bias. Tests on a large dog were used to calculate a proxy size
(0.476 m 2) that could have been substituted for the dog. Best use of PIDs by
biologists depends on knowledge of PID capabilities and on use of motion-trap
designs that maximize reliable capture rates by the PID. The test results here, while
partially specific to this PID configuration, will provide biologists with a basic
understanding of PID capabilities potentially useful in their own research.
Keywords
infrared, monitoring, motion detector, passive infrared detector, PID, PIR, sensor,
trap, wildlife
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Introduction
PID Technology:
Two different infrared sensor technologies have come into frequent use by
biologists: active-infrared and passive-infrared motion detectors. Active-infrared
detectors have a transmitter that emits a beam of IR towards a receiver that is
aligned to detect the beam. When an animal breaks the beam, the circuitry activates
the recording device. Passive-infrared detectors (PID or PIR, Fig.1) are motiondetecting devices, typically smaller than a can of soup, that can detect the moving
body-heat (at 8-14 f.t, peaking at about 9.4 (.1) of endotherms that pass through the
sensor field-of-view (f.o.v.)
Since the late1980's, PIDs have been in frequent field use, e.g., (Garshelis et
al1994, Jacobson et al1997, Foresman and Pearson 1998, Bauman et al1999.)
PIDs have also been used extensively in animal motion or natural activity-cycle
studies, e.g., (Lerchl et al1988, Pedersen and Pedersen 1995, Woods and Kennedy
1997, Weinert and Weinert 1998.) In field biology, typically the researcher will use
the PID to activate a camera system to get a photograph or video with time-anddate data on passing animals (a motion trap). Pills, first commercially developed
for use as occupancy or intrusion sensors, are now inexpensive yet sophisticated
devices, programmed with onboard signal-processing and false-alarm suppression
algorithms that make them very reliable. PIDs detect body-heat motion by using a
faceted Fresnel lens to focus the heat image of a subject onto an IR-sensitive chip
inside the PID. As the subject moves across the PID field of view, the image
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intensity fluctuations caused by the faceting are detected by internal circuitry (thus
the number and size of facets is one determinant of sensitivity to angular motion.)
Due to the growing use of PIDs in biological monitoring, a general
evaluation of range, sensitivity, and sources of error is necessary. For instance, if
the devices have a high level of false positives (trigger unnecessarily), then datagathering resources are wasted. If false negatives (missed detections) are high,
crucial species conservation data may be affected. The goal of this project was to
analyze the determinants of and errors in PID response by moving 'proxy'
endotherms past a group of eight PIDs. The proxies were warm-water containers of
three sizes, substituted for real animals to avoid logistical problems. Since a PID
reacts to movement of body temperature in contrast with the temperature of a
background, the primary variables influencing a PID's ability to detect the proxy
should include the difference between the two temperatures (L\ T), the distance
between PIDs and proxies, the speed of the proxy, and the size of the proxy. Only
positive L\Ts (subject warmer than background) were tested in this project.

Methods and Materials
Test arena
Testing was done in a 12 x 24 m empty room floored with wall-to-wall
carpeting. The fabric-surfaced wall at one end of the room was used as the
background, in front of which the test proxy was moved from one side of the room
to the other, passing the PIDs. Testing was done from 0400-0800 hours, when the
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wall temperature was most stable. To help stabilize the background temperature,
the wall was faced with a hanging 4-mil translucent polyethylene sheet about 10 em
from the wall. The ambient temperature of the room was between 18 and 22

oc.

The relative humidity varied between 50 and 80%.
Proxies
Three proxies were made to simulate small mammals of three different
sizes. All were vertical cylinders, each the same diameter as its height, constructed
of PVC pipe (21.5 em and 14.7 em proxies) or aluminum tubing (4.45 em proxy)
and covered with 3 mm thick fine-grained closed-cell polyethylene foam sheet to
simulate the insulative and IR emissivity characteristics (E = 0.95) of animal fur
(Fig. 2). The proxies were filled with warm water to reach the desired test
temperatures. The larger proxies were packed with aluminum tubes for rapid
internal heat distribution. The proxies were supported by a wheeled carrier, about
40 em across and 10 em high (Fig. 3); 3 mm steel-rod fixtures, undetectable by the
PIDs, supported the proxies above the carrier.
PIDs
Eight PIDs were mounted on a movable rack, along with a microcontroller,
a laptop computer, and a 12v battery to power the controller and PIDs (Fig.4). The
microcontroller read the state (on or off) of each PID in real-time in response to the
passage of the proxy, and displayed these on the laptop screen. Although the PIDs
reset themselves to off several seconds after passage of a proxy, the display
indicators for the triggered PIDs 'latched' on and had to be manually reset once the
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data were recorded. This insured that no positives were missed. The Pills were
aimed at the center of the background and level with the passing proxies. Each Pill
was a Visonic, Ltd., model SRN-2000, with a general-purpose lens (No.lOO, 90°
horizontal coverage, 60' range), and set via an internal jumper for two-pulse
detection.
Test track
In front of the wall a 10m long wooden track (Figs. 5 and 18) served as a

guide for the carrier. A 20 em high shield board blocked the carrier from the Pills'
view. Movable foamboard shields were clamped to the barrier at both ends
equidistant from the midpoint of the track to restrict the Pills' field of view of the
proxies to 25°, regardless of proxy-Pill distance; this eliminated angle of exposure
as a variable. During a test run (one pass), the proxy moved into sight from behind
one shield, traveled down the track in front of the Pills, and disappeared behind the
other shield. The exception to this rule was at distances of 3 m or less, during
which cases the shields were left at the 3 m spacing. This compensated
approximately for the 1m width of the Pill rack itself. If the shields had been
moved to the 25° position at 1 m distance (<0.5 m apart), the Pills at the end of the
rack would have had a very restricted and one-sided exposure to the moving proxy.
The carrier was moved along the track by a DC gearmotor driven sheave
mounted on a heavy base (Figs. 5 and 6). The motor sat at one end of the track,
with the 5mm braided nylon rope from the carrier looped around the sheave's
rubberized groove in a friction tum. The rope ran through pulleys along the back of
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the track to the other side of the carrier. When the motor rotated CCW the carrier
moved from left to right along the wall and vice-versa. The rope was kept taut by a
short bungee cord at the carrier. The motor was powered from a reversing, variablespeed control.

Temperature measurements
Temperatures of the background and the proxies were taken before and
during the test runs with a hand-held NIST-certified Raytek model ST60 infrared
thermometer (Fig.2.) The thermometer had a nominal accuracy of ±1
repeatability of ±1

oc and a

oc. The emissivity setting was set to 0.95, matching the foam

insulation of the proxies. Periodically the unit was checked for accuracy by aiming
into an ice-water slurry or boiling water (boiling point adjusted for altitude). A
large test tank with a thick foam-covered aluminum end was constructed to test the
thermometer before the main testing program.

Experimental procedures
Proxy Tests
The basic procedure was to pass the various proxies past the PID array and
tabulate the response of the PIDs. When detecting the proxy, a PID turned on for a
few seconds, closing internal relay contacts. When this occurred, a '1' would be
tabulated for that PID. The testing hierarchy for variables was proxy size, AT,
distance, and speed, i.e., for a given proxy at a given AT and a given distance, the
proxy was tested at various speeds. The bulk of the testing was done in the
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detectability 'falloff zones, in order to delineate these zones of decreasing PID
usability and increasing error (Fig. 7.)
The rack of eight PIDs comprised the experimental unit, so the result from
one pass of a proxy in front of the rack yielded the 'rack response', the proportion
of responding PIDs (e.g., 5 PIDs triggered and 3 not triggered gave a rack response
of 0.625). Ten passes of the proxy past the rack under the same conditions
comprised one set and gave a PID mean response; over the course of the main
investigation more than 390 sets were run.
A typical test run was made by filling the proxy with warm water so its
surface temperature was the chosen 8.T (± 0.2 °C) above the current temperature of
the test track background. The proxy was placed on the support rods of the carrier
behind the left or right foam shield. The display was reset, the motor direction set,
and the speed dial rapidly turned up to the appropriate speed setting. The carrier
came from behind the shield and moved down the track. After every other pass the
proxy temperature was checked. If it was low by more than 0.3

oc the proxy

temperature was adjusted at the mixing station. This happened frequently with the
4.45 em proxy, so clones of this proxy were ready in a warm water bath.
Other tests were done to see if the PIDs detected the differently-sized
proxies equally when their angular sizes were the same (Fig.8.) The three proxies
were each run at various specific precalculated distances designed to give eight
similar angular sizes for all proxies. All sets (16 passes each) for all proxies were
made using a 8.T of 5 °C, angular exposure of 25°, and at various speed-distance
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combinations that produced the same angular velocity (2.85°/second) for the same
apparent rate past the PIDs.
Further testing looked for surface temperature cooling from proxy motion
as a possible cause of detection falloff at higher speeds. Four different speeds ( 10,
26, 58, & 92 cm/s) and two different L\T (4 and 10 °C) were tested. Comparing the
lowest temperature measured during the pass with the starting static surface
temperature, the temperature drops were very low at 4

oc L\T across all proxy sizes,

and somewhat higher at some of the higher speeds with a 10 oc L\T. A 2-way
ANOVA confirmed the effects of both speed and L\T upon the temperature change
during motion (for L\T, F1, 112 =23.68, P < =0.001, for speed, F3, 112 =4.25, P =
0.0069). In addition, there was significant interaction between L\T and speed,
meaning that the effects of speed on the temperature drop were dependent on L\T,
and vice-versa.
Also analyzed were repeatabilities of the individual PIDs, defined as a
consistent level of detection under the same proxy conditions. To do this, the
performance of each PID was separately examined across all main (10-pass) sets.
The dominant state of a PID for the 10 passes of each set was expressed as a
proportion. For example, if a PID triggered only 3 times out of the 10, then the
dominant state was 'zero' (7 times out of 10 it did not trigger), and the frequency
(repeatability) of the zero state was 0.7. These were calculated for each PID and
means calculated for each PID alone and for all PIDs pooled. The repeatability
analysis was limited to sets in which the rack response was between 0.4 and 0.6,
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where the repeatability would not be artificially skewed as much towards 1.0 or 0.0
(since if the Pills were all triggering or not during 100% ofthe passes, i.e., the
sensors were either swamped or detecting nothing, there would automatically be a
high consistency).
The data were also analyzed for relative sensitivities among the eight Pills
(a lower sensitivity could contribute to a higher false negative rate), and for
differences in total Pill detections depending on whether the proxy was traveling
left-to-right or from right-to-left.
The occurrence of false positives was determined during the time preceding
the test runs. There were a few seconds before a pass where a false positive
(unwanted triggering) could be detected. Additionally, during the test runs done
beyond the apparent distance range of detection by any Pills, hours of cumulative
monitoring time elapsed when a false positive would be registered. Any false
positives during these times were noted. False negatives (missed detections) were
also monitored when well within the apparent 100% zone (Fig.9.)
Examples of actual animal surface temperature measurements were
tabulated from the literature, along with a few measurements made for this project.
Four-second thermometer readings instead of one-second readings were
used throughout the investigation since they had similar means (t3s =0.5425, P

=

0.59), and variation (Modified Levene's test, F 1, 38= 0.1798, P= 0.674), but seemed
more stable. Handheld thermometer readings rather than tripod-mounted
thermometer readings were used throughout the project, since means were equal
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using the test tank (ts 8 = -0.486, P = 0.629) and variations were equal using the test
tank (Modified Levene's test, F 1, 58= 0.483, P = 0.489) and among all three proxy
sizes (F42 = 0.1720, P= 0.842550.) The background was judged sufficiently constant
for use since the variation was ofthe same order (SD = 0.207 °C.) as the
thermometer error. Motor speed repeatability using the dial on the speed controller
was very high (range was ±5 % worst case, mostly ±2% ). The dial-settings versus
2

the means of the measured speeds were practically linear, matching well (R =
2
0.999) to cubic equation em/ sec= A+ B(dial) + C(dial) + D(diat) 3 , used for

converting speed dial settings into actual speeds.
Animal testing
PID detection of the proxies was compared with that of a large pet dog
tested in an outdoor environment with the PID array. A 30 m rope was tightly
stretched along the ground between two stakes, in front of a partially vegetated hill
during overcast morning hours. A sliding metal ring was attached between the
dog's leash and the rope, so the dog could walk along the rope. The Pills were out
in the field, aimed at the rope midpoint. Two people assisted with the dog, taking
up positions next to the rope at a distance from each other which spanned 25
angular degrees as seen from the PID rack. The temperatures of the dog and the
background were recorded. One person held the dog, and the other person called
the dog, which walked along the rope. The PID triggerings were recorded along
with the transit time of the dog. The next run was made in the opposite direction.
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Five runs each at distances of 30, 32, 35, 36, 40, 42, 44, and 45 meters were made
to delineate the 100% to 0% detection falloff zone.

Results
The main testing (PID detections as influenced by varying AT, distance,
speed, and proxy size) resulted in data of 390 10-pass sets. The PIDs showed a
clear trend of changing response with different speeds for fixed proxy size,
distance, and AT (Figs.10 and 28). As speed increased from very low (e.g., 1 cm/s)
PID response increased quickly to an optimal range when detectability was high; as
speed further increased, detectability dropped.
Conditions where the PIDs always detected the passage of the proxy (rack
response = 1.0 for all ten passes) were graphed as speed ranges under the categories
of distance, AT, and proxy size (Fig. 11.) Both display the decrease in reliable
detections with increasing distance, increasing velocity, or decreasing AT.
The three proxies, when tested at equal angular sizes from the PIDs'
perspective, and at a given AT (5 °C) and angular speed (2.85°/second), exhibited
very similar falloffs in PID mean response (Fig. 12). The exactness of this falloff
equivalence among the proxies was analyzed. Curves were fitted to the above
points for each proxy. The curves were good fits to the logistic
2

equation, PIDmeanresponse = A/(1 + B exp{ -C(angularsize)}), with pseudo R s of:
21.5 em= 0.963, 14.7 em= 0.969, and 4.45 em= 0.985. The similarity between the
curves was first tested with an F-test for curve equivalence, which showed no
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equivalence (F6.423 = 21.93, P <= 0.001), although this test is poor in non-linear
models. A second analysis with a randomization test for curve equivalence showed
5
curve equivalence only between the medium and large proxies (P = 0.117, 10
Monte Carlo samples at 100 points.) A third analysis used the raw data (not the
curves) with a one-way ANOVA at each of the eight angular sizes, using the proxy
size (in em) as the factor in each test. The one-way ANOVAs showed meanresponse equivalencies at angular sizes of 0.99 (F2,4s < 0.001, P > 0.99), 1.03 (F2,48
= 1.54, P = 0.226), 1.37 (F2,48 = 1.00, P = 0.376), and 1.54 degrees (F2,4s < 0.001,

P> 0.99).
The PIDs demonstrated a high level of repeatability. The mean PID
repeatability across all conditions in the falloff zone around the point of 50%
detectability ranged between 0.7 and 0.85 (Fig. 13,'both'), with a mean of 0.775.
The repeatabilities for L-R and R-L were similar (F1, 52 = 0.29, P = 0.59); but both
were higher than the mean of pooled directions (P<= 0.001 ).
PID sensitivities, defined as the propensity to trigger across all different test
conditions, were measured by totaling the detections by each PID over the 3900
test runs. No attempt was made to determine factors which would cause variation in
sensitivity. The PIDs showed substantial differences in gross sensitivities across all
conditions (Fig. 14). There were about 35% fewer detections over the course of the
testing by PIDl, the least sensitive, than by PID5, the most sensitive. The PIDs
were about equally split between being more sensitive in the R-L direction than in
the L-R direction.
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Errors in PID detection included false negatives and false positives. False
negatives are targets missed because a) they are outside the detection range (these
are ignored here), b) they are in the falloff zone (these are covered by the test data),
or c) they are within the '1 00%' zone but were missed because of some
malfunction in the PID. The term 100% zone turned out to be appropriate because
there were literally no failed detections there. The Pills, once they were in that
region of values, performed flawlessly (it would have been very easy to note any
missed detections.) False positives were monitored by looking for unwarranted
triggering before test runs and during test runs that were well outside of the falloff
zones. A total of >30 hours were spent in these situations and no sporadic false
triggering was observed.
The falloff in detectability of the dog was first compared to that of the
proxies (the sigmoid curves of Fig.12). To curve-fit the dog data, the distances
(22 m to 45 m) were converted to apparent sizes based on the apparent size at
45 m being 1.0. This substituted for angular size, which was yet to be determined
. The fitted logistic curve was
PIDmeanresponse = 0.97 /(1 + 87760exp{ -9 .02(dogapparentsize)}) ,
which was sigmoidal with a pseudo R 2 of 0.896 (Fig. 15.)
From this falloff characteristic, the dog was assigned an equivalent proxy
size that was extrapolated from the extensive proxy data. Determinable from the
dog data was the dog mean speed in degrees per second, the center of the dog
falloff zone (arbitrarily at 0.3-0.7 PID mean response) and its distance (36.1 m, the
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mean distance for the sets within the center range).The dog's equivalent proxy size
was then determined from a linear curve of proxy size (x in em) vs. distance (y in
m). This curve was interpolated between the linear extrapolations of two sets of
proxy data (the two lines of Fig.16), from L\T of 7 and 10 °C, with mean speeds of
1° to 5.5°/sec, and distances at which the PID response was 0.3-0.7.
Both curve-fits were linear (for 10 oc L\T, dist =0.69+0.55size, R

2

=0.97;

for 7 oc L\T, dist =-0.17 + 0.5size , R2 =0.95) and a line for the dog L\T of 8.8 was
interpolated between the two lines (not shown). This line was used to get the dog
proxy size (a 69 em square) for its distance of36.1m (white box, Fig. 17.)
The dog's visible side area, measured with an image analysis program
(lmageJ), was 2930-3640 cm2, depending on how many legs are visible when
walking. This was smaller than the area ofthe equivalent proxy (Fig. 17), 4761
cm2 • The height of the dog is somewhat comparable to the box height. The diagonal
measurement of the box, 97 em, is very close to the length of the dog, nose to
rump.
Discussion
Judging from the test results, Pills are highly effective devices for detecting
the movement of warm moving objects. The generic PID tested here with a generalpurpose, wide-angle lens was capable of detecting the warm proxies at L\Ts of 0.5
°C, or distances of>16 m, or speeds >1rnls or >140 deg/s, or size <5cm. The large
ranges of parameter values, where detections were at the 100% level, make these
devices even more useful.
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Both low-speed and high-speed falloffs in delectability can be explained in
terms of the inherent sensitivity of the PID design. The PIDs were configured to
count two pulses (generated by proxy movement past two PID facets), and the two
pulses have to occur within two minutes. Thus the proxy could move so slowly
across the PID field of view that the two minutes could expire between pulses, and
the movement would not be detected. This is clearly not the case in this study, since
it would require a motion slower than 0.08°/second (90° F.O.V divided by 9
window facets= 10°; 10°/2 minutes= 0.08°/sec), and the slowest angular rate of
any set was 0.20°/sec. There were also many sets at overl 0 /second exhibiting the
slow-speed loss of detection; thus it is clear that the two-minute time limit is not
responsible. The low-speed falloffs are possibly from such a slow transfer of a
weak image across the field of view that the pulse-counting circuitry misses a
count. At high speeds, the falloff in detection might be explained by the velocity of
the heat image across the chip resulting in a poor registration of the heat image. The
decrease in amount of high speed falloff with a higher ll. T or a closer or larger
proxy supports this explanation (Fig. 28).
In the angular-size tests, angular-size was equivalent at the beginning and
ends of the falloff zone for the conditions tested (Fig.l2.) While the curveequivalency tests are technically equivocal, both the small apparent differences
between curves and the small range of angular size encompassed by the falloff
zones (- 1.0-1.5 de g) compared to the proxy detection range (- 1.5 to more than 25
de g) supports the overall equivalency of the proxies of similar angular size for the
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tested conditions. This in tum supports the idea that the size of the heat image on
the detector chip (controlled by the angular size) is a determining factor in
controlling detectability. Would the angular-size equivalence hold up for all sizes
of subjects? An elephant would be much further away than the equivalent mouse,
so under some circumstances distance-dependent factors, such as IR attenuation
from atmospheric moisture, may spoil the equivalence. IR transmission loss (from
scattering and absorption) over 100 meters is about 10% in 8 mmlhr rainfall, 25%
3

in light radiation fog, 95% in heavy advection fog, and 55% in moderate (0.4g/m

)

snowfall (Peck and Lacombe 1998). This degree of attenuation would throw off the
equivalence at greater distances, making elephant detection fade out sooner than
mouse detection as angular size decreases. But the equivalence might generally
apply across conditions of nonvisible atmospheric moisture (humidity). The
equivalence could ease the testing of a PID by combining size and distance into
angular size, a smaller but closer proxy could be used.
The parameters for 100% detections are highly specific to the model and
configuration of this PID so will not directly help most researchers, but these
parameters could be roughly bracketed by a researcher for their own PID prior to
designing their PID system. These ranges were wide and show that the user will
have a fair amount of latitude in their design.
The surface-temperature drop of the proxies while in motion showed some
differences between the 4 and 10 °C !:iT groups. The largest proxy was relatively
immune to surface temperature depression at both 1:1Ts, probably because of its
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larger heat capacity, and since the foam layer was thinner relative to its volume.
The depressions in the 4

oc liT group) were about the margin of error of the

thermometer when measuring proxies (<0.20 °C.) But in the 10 oc liT group, the
two smaller proxies showed a trend to cool off more during faster runs, again
presumably due to their smaller sizes. The cooling action from motion was not just
in the foam layer. Some empirical testing satisfied me that heat flowed from the
water to the foam surface on the scale of seconds, so proxy mass was significant in
preserving surface temperature at those time scales. Why there was not a noticeable
similar trend in the 4 °C liT group was a mystery. Perhaps the trend was lost in the
noise, i.e. was less than the reading variations (it might be instructive to redo tests
with a 20 oc liT or larger sample sizes). It now seems possible to explain some of
the higher speed falloff in detection rates by motion surface-cooling effects
(besides those from speed alone). The 21.5 em proxy, which showed little surface
cooling at either liT at the highest speed, nevertheless showed in the main test
results significant falloffs at the higher speeds with either greater distances or
smaller li Ts, so the bulk of the falloffs must have been caused by something like a
diminished heat image, rather than air-cooling. The same situation exists for the
smaller proxies at 4

oc liT. The subject of surface cooling from wind or motion in

furred animals may be different, since the foam layer over the proxies may equal
fur in IR emissivity but not in conductance and air boundary-layer effects.
The high nondirectional repeatability was surprising considering the
detection probabilities (-50%) in the falloff zone, but more surprising was the
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higher repeatability (means across all 8 PIDs >0.9) if grouping by direction
(Fig.13.) This increase when segregated by direction means that some PIDs were
slightly more sensitive in one direction than the other, and they were about equally
split between being more sensitive in the L-R direction as they were in the R-L
direction. This may be explained by some chance bias in the IR chip or the
associated circuitry, but could be an artifact of the small sample size. The
ramifications for wildlife detection would probably be small, since hopefully the
animal would not be in the falloff zone; if it was, there would be problems with
detection reliability itself, much less concerns about a slight directional bias.
There was also a directional bias in sensitivity (Fig. 14). A suspicion that
the directional sensitivity differences were caused by the experimental setup was
considered, since the rack was about 1 m wide, with four PIDs ( 1, 2, 3 and 4) to the
left of the centerline and four to the right (5, 6, 7, and 8). If the leftmost PIDs were
triggering sooner when the proxy came from the left and later when it came from
the right then 1-4 might be skewed oppositely from 5-8. However, PIDs 1, 2, 6, and
8 were more sensitive in the L-R direction and 3, 4, 5, and 7 more sensitive in the
R-L direction. Also, the data were examined for distance effects, since the width
problem would presumably increase at smaller distances where the width of the
rack is a larger proportion of the distance between foamboard shields. The result
was actually the reverse of what was expected: when distance was increased,
directional dependency increased. But the ramifications for practical use are
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probably minimal since falloff zones (where much of the testing was done) are
problematic anyway.
It is interesting to note that there were no missed detections (false

negatives) when definitely inside the 100% zones. The so-called 100% zones were
literally that (not 99.8%, for instance) and these zones, in terms of distance, started
relatively close to the falloff zone and extended from there to the proxy. The
sporadic miss rate of the PID device must be extremely low. The malfunction of
greater concern to a user would probably be a dead battery or marginal power
supply.
The lack of false positives (uncalled-for triggerings) was also interesting. I
never had a false positive just before starting a test run, or during test runs that were
well outside the falloff zone. The PID being set in the two-pulse mode was no
doubt responsible for this reliability; this pulse-count feature is widely-employed in
PIDs for preventing false positives. The PID in one-pulse mode tended to be
triggered frequently by unknown influences.

Real animal detection
PIDs have comparable utility in detecting real wildlife. Mammals can have
significant AT (Table 2.)
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Table 2. Examples of mammal surface temperatures.

Species
Reference

Method

Ambient (°C)

Didelphis virginiana (opossum)

12

10

a

c

Marmota monax (woodchuck)

-10to33

5.4

b

d

Sylvilagus bachmani (rabbit)

16

7

a

c

large dog

19.2

8.8

a

c

Lama glama (llama, shorn)
Lama glama (llama, unshorn)

25
25

7
1.6

b
b

e
e

IR thermometer. b IR thermography.
Heath 2001. e Gerken 1997

a

c

Personal observation. d Phillips and

Animal fur, much more complex than foam, can have multiple layers or
temporal changes in insulative qualities, is usually over fat and thermally-regulated
skin, and can be highly absorptive of infrared (Preciado et al. 2002.) The !l.T may
change depending on solar heating, the animal's fur characteristics,
thermoregulation, and activity level. Nonetheless, since the fur cannot block all
internal heat from raising the surface temperature to some extent, it will probably
be detectable from its infrared emissions. Certain animals under cold and windy
conditions may fall below the threshold of detection (Preciado et al. 2002.) In this
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case the researcher may want to do some specific field testing and plan for a
minimum AT.
Backgrounds in nature are rarely uniform but are generally static enough for
PIDs to work, given a AT >0.5 °C. This will usually exist since the background
(probably vegetation) will generally be cooler than the animal, especially at night.
PIDs work very well against snow backgrounds (Peck and Lacombe 1998.) Diurnal
vegetation temperature changes (Peck 1996) should not affect PIDs because they
are generally both ambient and background temperature-compensated, so should
remain approximately equally sensitive to the same AT with changes in those
temperatures.
Practical considerations
A biologist would use a PID in the lab or field as part of a motion trap to
trigger a data-gathering device, such as an event counter or camera. While the
specific variable values in this study may be of little use to a researcher (unless the
same PID is used in the same configuration), the generalities are widely applicable.
Considerations when making a motion trap are straightforward:
1) Design the trap to keep the target animals within their 100% detection
zone. These zones can vary widely based on the PID configuration (see 3 below)
and the detection variables: size and distance (species, shape, distance), AT
(temperature of background, air temperature, species' fur characteristics and
metabolic rate), and speed (angle of travel past the PID, starting/stopping,
running/walking, hopping/waddling). Some of these variables can actually be
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influenced by the researcher, especially distance. If the distance can be minimized
(angular size increased), the values of the other variables become less restricted.
Path and distance may be controlled by the terrain, artificial barriers, and by careful
placement and aiming of the PID. AT may be enhanced by use of terrain features
(favoring vegetation or shaded backgrounds and avoiding unsuitable ones such as
sun-heated dirt or rocks). Speed or motion characteristics past the PID may not be
controllable, but may be compensated with other factors. For example, at small
distances and high ATs, even fast motion(> 1 rn/s) was easily captured in the tests.
The further the targets are allowed to slip into the falloff zones, the higher the false
negative rate.
2) Minimize extraneous influences. A void direct sunlight into the PID, or
exposing the PID to swinging sunlit vegetation, etc. False positives will consume
data storage and waste time and funds. For example, birds can be frequent causes of
puzzlement; they may trip cameras but are not always recorded on the image.
3) Configure the PID correctly for your application. If options exist such as
pulse-counting, long-range vs. wide-angle or selective coverage lenses, choose
these to maximize your target detections given your particular trap design.
Different lenses often require changes to other settings, such as pulse-counting
(e.g., long-range lenses may have to use a one-pulse setting, extreme wide-angle
lenses a three-pulse). Data-recording considerations also apply: if you must trigger
at the slightest influence and are not worried about collecting many false positives,
because you have easy data review (e.g., a small video record), you may want to
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use a one-pulse setting. Different lenses require different aiming to align the lens
detection zones with the target area, since the lenses are faceted in different ways to
constrain detection coverage to certain angle and distance zones relative to the PID.
For maximum flexibility, researchers should employ PIDs that have
interchangeable lenses and take an assortment of these into the field.
4) Empirically test your trap while in the design/debugging stage with either
an actual target animal or a close proxy; this will minimize a great deal of
uncertainty later on. The dog test showed that a similarly sized square proxy can be
equated to an animal. A proxy could help in motion-trap debugging without the
cumbersome involvement of a real subject animal. Then, too, one might scale the
proxy down further for slower tests at a closer distance, matching the expected
angular size and rate of the target. A small proxy may be dragged through the PID
field-of-view on a string to test activation and some of the variables. If the target is
larger and the detection zone further away, the researcher can roughly mimic an
animal of their size by walking by on hands-and-knees or coaxing a pet through the
trap. Small proxies can be made from water bottles covered with glued-on rabbit
fur. Make the proxy the same profile as the target animal, design a test protocol that
will delineate the 100% zones for your target, and make adjustments to your design
until you are confident that you can capture virtually any target traversing the trap.
5) Consider using multiple or redundant PIDs. One of my projects used a
camcorder-based system designed to record small-mammal trail traffic. To start the
camera (which was normally off as a power-saving measure, with an inconvenient
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six-second delay in starting to record), four Pills were used in a long linear array
alongside the trail, with the camera in the center. The two outer Pills were aimed
down the trail in the two opposite directions and were spaced well apart (>10m),
and served to power up the camera whenever an animal was detected some distance
away coming down the trail. The two inner Pills were closer in to the camera (- 3
m), aimed at right angles to the trail, and started the camera recording. The camera
would record for a couple of minutes, and after that would stop recording and then
power down unless repeated Pill detections kept it active.
Pills are devices that can easily and reliably detect motion of warm-blooded
animals. Like any sensor, they have constraints on their abilities. The research here
is well beyond the minimum required for incorporating Pills into a research
project, but a researcher should do some empirical testing in the lab or field. If they
are guided by the findings and recommendations here, their overall project data,
which may hinge on Pill detections, will have increased reliability.
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Appendix
Methods and Materials
Carrier motive system
The motor was a 1/8 HP, 130 volt DC gearmotor (Bodine Electric Co.)
powered by a rectified and filtered output from a variable autotransformer. A
reversing switch enabled carrier movement in both directions and a large graduated
knob on the transformer provided speed control (Fig.6). The power of the motor
was more than sufficient to move the proxy down the track at various speeds. The
motor and base weighed 14 kg and with rubber feet on the base, was stable when
the carrier was moved at its highest speeds. Long power cords were used between
the power-supply/control box and the motor so that the motor could be controlled
from the other end of the room, or at whichever intervening distance from the wall
that the PIDs and the operator were situated, during the test runs.
Proxy details
The largest proxy was 21.5 em wide (and tall), and was made of? mm thick
PVC pipe. The pipe was closed with ends made from disks cut from 3/8" PVC
sheet and glued in place; a collared hole was cut into the center of one end for
filling the container with warm water. The container was filled with 20 em long
pieces of 1" aluminum tubing whose ends were cut on a slant. These provided rapid
heat conduction throughout the water-filled interior of the proxy so that the sides of
the cylinder were more even-temperatured than if relying on convection alone. The
closure of the container was with a rubber stopper. The construction of the next
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smaller size (14.7 em) was identical. The smallest size (4.45 em) was constructed
of aluminum tubing (1/8" wall) with 1/8" thick PVC ends glued in with silicone
RTV adhesive. In the center of one end a 3/8" hole was drilled for a small stopper.
Four of the smaller units were made so that three could be kept in a warm-water
bath while one was being used. All three sizes were covered with 1/8" thick finegrained closed-cell polyethylene foam sheet to simulate the insulative and IR
emissivity characteristics of animal fur (E = 0.95). The two larger sizes had the
foam glued on, while the extra small proxy fit into a removable foam cover. In
operation, warm water was added to the proxy. The proxy was then agitated
occasionally while surface temperature equilibrium was reached. Once stable, the
proxy was mounted upon the support-rod holder, ready for the test run.

PID details
The PID model chosen represented a capable and typical type. It was set to
'two-pulse detection', where it needed two detection pulses to trigger. These are
generated from the facets of the Fresnel lens cover and/or the dual-element nature
of the IR detector chip. The one-pulse setting was found to be too sensitive and
triggered frequently from unknown environmental influences (false positives),
while the three-pulse setting would have been too insensitive because it would
require too much lateral movement across the field-of-view. During initial setup,
the dual-element IR pyroelectric detector chips, mounted on the internal printedcircuit boards, were all centered identically behind their curved windows, and the
lens windows themselves were all carefully measured and centered in their
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mountings. The aiming of the Pills was tested on the largest proxy during some
pre-tests to insure that the aiming was valid for the length of the room. At the
center top of the rack was installed a sighting tube that was used to align the rack
with the center of the background wall whenever the rack was moved.
Each Pill came with a built-in relay with normally-closed (N.C.) dry
contacts that would open if the Pill detected motion. Each Pill relay was wired up
to a microcontroller input (eight in all). The microcontroller (a Parallax BS2) was
monitored through its serial port by graphical-display software (StampPlot Pro)
running on a laptop (Fig. 20.) The microcontroller was programmed to send a
message to the software about the status of each Pill and generating a real-time
display of the state of each Pill in response to the passage of the proxy. The
software displayed eight rectangles (the Pills), each colored either blue (not
triggered) or green (triggered.) The microcontroller was very convenient but also
necessary, since a given Pill would only stay internally 'on' for a few seconds after
the motion was no longer detected (i.e., after the proxy had passed by and left the
field of view of the Pill.) However, the laptop display was latching, and so would
retain the green triggered color until reset to blue for the next test run, by using a
momentary-contact pushbutton (another input to the microcontroller.) This latch
gave time to log the data without haste and errors.
There are a large number of Pill models made by a variety of companies
concerned with building security, energy management, or lighting control. All do
the same job with basically the same technology, differing in the bells-and-whistles
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provided, the range of configurations offered, and some having proprietary circuitry
or design differences that may lend a unit more or less robustness or capability than
others. This brand was chosen because a similar model for another application had
worked out well, and because there was a good match between features and my
test-setup requirements. Each PID came with a standard normal-coverage lens
(No.100, 90° horizontal coverage, 60' range; the manufacturer offers forty other
lens types for motion-detection situations that require wide-angle wlless range, or
narrow-angle w/greater range.) The internal configuration was set for two-pulse
detection. The user has a choice of triggering upon detection of 1, 2, or 3 pulses, set
by a jumper inside the PID case. Each pulse is caused by a variation in brightness
across the internal dual-element detector chip, caused by an object moving across
the PID view field. The moving image focused on the chip induces a pulse by
jumping from one lens facets field-of-view to another, or by impinging on one chip
element before it occurs on the other. The PID only detects (triggers) if the set
number of pulses occurs within two minutes.

Reference test tank details
A constant-temperature heat source for thermometer testing and calibration
was constructed using a water tank (Fig. 21). The test tank was constructed of a 330
em diameter, 480 em long PVC pipe (-1.5 em wall thickness), closed at the nonworking end with 0.5 inch PVC sheet and the working end with a 2" thick disk of
aluminum. Fill and drain fittings of 1" PVC pipe were installed in the side of the
cylinder and in the non-working end sheet. A thin layer of black, closed-cell PVC

~---~-----
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foam was glued to the working end, and the rest of the cylinder was covered with
0.5 inch rubber insulation foam (Rubatex). In operation, the cylinder was filled
with about 50 liters of warm water and allowed about a half-hour to reach
equilibrium. Due to the high thermal conductivity and thickness of the aluminum
disk, and the good surrounding insulation, the surface temperature of the disk end
tended to be uniform from center to edge, and thus could be used periodically as a
reference heat source to check the thermometer, and for the initial test of
temperature reading variation.
Preliminary test details
The temperature readings of the proxies (prior to using them in test runs in
front of the Pills) were taken using the following technique. The handheld
thermometer was aimed horizontally at the side of the proxy with the laser aimingcircle at the center of the side with a circle diameter equal to half the width of the
proxy. For the 21.5 em proxy the circle was about 10 em in diameter, for the 14.7
em proxy about 7 em in diameter, and for the 4.45 em proxy about 2 em in
diameter. For the 4.45 em proxy the circle was aimed about 1.5 em below the
midpoint of the proxy since at the thermometer distance (25 em), the discrepancy
between the laser port and sensor opening axis on the thermometer became too
great to ignore.
The IR thermometer was first checked for consistency over different
reading times. While initially trying out the instrument, the reading (from pulling
the trigger) seemed to stabilize after a few seconds. To test this, the thermometer
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was mounted on a tripod and aimed at the test tank from a distance of 1.5 m. Forty
readings were then taken over the next few minutes, a reading with the
thermometer trigger squeezed for 1 second alternating with a reading with the
trigger squeezed for 4 seconds, for twenty readings of each squeeze-time.
The thermometer was also checked for repeatability or reading variation by
measurements of the test tank. The tank was filled with water and equalized for
several hours to room temperature. The thermometer was aimed by hand at the
exact center of the tank end from 2 m, and a reading was taken after a four-second
trigger pull. The next reading was with the thermometer mounted on a tripod also
aimed at the tank end. This was repeated for a total of 60 readings (30 each
method) within ten minutes.
The measurements of proxy temperatures were checked for repeatability.
The proxies differed in size, and had smaller and curved sides compared to the test
tank, so it might be expected that the readings, especially from the smaller proxies,
would vary more over several readings due to size, shape, more rapid cooling, and
due to the difficulty of keeping the aiming spot on the proxy. If severe, this might
affect the testing protocols, e.g., it might cause error when measuring the
temperature of the non-moving proxy just prior to a test run, or when testing the
temperature drop of the proxies when moving. The proxies were each measured 15
times within 2 minutes.
The evenness of temperature of the background was checked. Since the
PIDs see the proxies moving against the cooler background, detectability of the
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proxies might vary with varying background temperatures along the track. The
thermometer was walked down the track and the background temperatures in each
direction were taken at each mark (21 marks each), from about 2m distance to the
background, and at the height of the proxies. All temperatures (down and back)
were taken within about four minutes.
Next, the motor speed-control was checked for repeatability, since the speed
of a proxy across the end of the room was controlled by varying the dial position on
the speed-control. When starting a pass down the track, the speed dial was turned
quickly up to the test speed dial position when the proxy was started, and the dial
would be ramped down to zero quickly at the end of the pass. For the next run (of
ten at that same speed), the same dial position would be used. Thus it was
important to know that the spot on the speed dial that was being used for testing
that speed would actually give the same speed each time with some degree of
consistency. Data were collected by measuring transit times of the 14.7 em proxy,
by timing the transit down the track between shields with a stopwatch (several
times for each speed-dial position) and alternating directions down the track. This
was done for each of the three proxies, since their masses varied considerably (and
therefore loaded the motor differently). These data were then graphed and
analyzed.
For the motion-induced cooling tests, theIR thermometer was handheld (for
the two bigger proxies) or mounted on the carrier (for the 4.45 em proxy) and
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aimed at the proxy during its trip down the track. The measurement distances were
approximately: 21 em proxy, 1m; 14.7 em proxy, 68 em; 4.45 em, 30 em.

Data tabulation
Below is an example (hypothetical) of the data that comprised one set. Over
the course of the main investigation more than 390 sets were run.
(1 = PID response, 0 =no response. Testing the 14.7 em proxy at 4°C AT, 4 meters
from PIDs, speed dial at 40)
PID#
pass

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

rack response

-------------------------------------------------------------1

0

1

1

1

2

1

1

1 0

3

1

1 0

0

4

1

1 0

5

0

6

1

1

1 0

0.750

1 0

0

0

0.500

0

1

1

1 0.625

1

1

1 0

1

1 0

1

0

1

1 0

0

7

1

1

1 0

1 0

8

1

1 0

0

0

0

9

1

1 0

1

1

1 0

10

0

1

1 0

1

1

0

0.625

1

1 0

0.625

0

1 0

0.375

0

0

0.500

1

1 0.500
0

0.625

1 0

0.625

mean PID response: 0.575
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The main study results were also analyzed for repeatability of the individual
PIDs, defined as a consistent level of detection under the same proxy conditions.
To do this, each set was examined in terms of each PID. In the two hypothetical
examples below, the first and second passes differ in the low repeatability case,
whereas in the high repeatability case, the same PIDs tend to detect motion in the
second pass as in the first pass:
Low repeatability example (0.0); the two passes show inconsistent PID
response:

PID#
pass

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

rack response

1

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

0.500

2

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

0.500

etc

High repeatability example (1.0); the two passes show identical PID response:
PID#
pass

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

rack response

1

10110010

0.500

2

10110010

0.500

etc
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The dominant state of a PID for the ten passes was expressed as a fraction.
For example, if a PID triggered only three times out of the ten, then the dominant
state was 'zero' (seven times out of ten it did not trigger), and the frequency of
'zero' was 0.7. These were calculated for each PID and means calculated for each
PID alone and for all PIDs lumped together.

Results/Discussion
Preliminary tests
The means of the two thermometer times (one-second vs. four second)
groups were not significantly different (P = 0.59), but the error (SD) of the 4second readings was less than that of the 1-second readings, confirming the
impression of less variation (Fig.22.) For the rest of the research, therefore, 4second readings were used to measure static targets (backgrounds, proxies before
the test run, etc.) Also, the thermometer seemed to settle down somewhat. The wait
of three extra seconds was an insignificant price to pay for a more stable, easier
reading.
The thermometer repeatability tests comparing handheld and tripodmounted readings showed that the handheld readings ofthe test-tank end varied 0.3

oc (SD = 0.078 °C) compared closely to the tripod readings (range= 0.3°C, SD =
0.082 °C.), essentially identical (Fig. 23.) The test-tank temperature was within 0.5

oc of the ambient room temperature during the test. From these results, variation of
test-tank readings of the same temperature probably would not vary much more
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than 0.3

oc from inherent variation of the thermometer. This was better than the

published thermometer specs and justified handheld readings during the project.
The lack of significant difference was partly due to the large flat surface of the test
tank: the design was inherently even-temperatured across the surface of the end.
What variation there was in readings - about the same from both holding methods could have been partially due to a slight cooling or heating of the entire tank during
the ten minutes of the test. Even a very slow temperature change rate of 0.5 °Cihour
would give a tank temperature change of about 0.083
the same order as the one SD of 0.078 or 0.082

oc over the ten minutes, on

oc that were observed. Since the

room temperature was indeed changing at the time, the tank insulation was not
perfect, and there was an observed tank vs. room ll. T of 0.5 °C, such a tank change
rate of 0.5 °C per hour certainly could have been taking place. The repeatability
found here was significantly better than that stated in the thermometer manual (±1
0

C.) This test only tested repeatability over a relatively short-term, but that was the

main concern, as it lends more reliability to the similarly short-term measurements
taken within a set of proxy runs.
Repeatability with handheld measurements made on the sides of the proxies
was good (Fig. 24.) There was some difference between the temperature errors of
the three proxy sizes (21.5 em: SD = 0.198
0.175

oc, range= 0.7 oc; 14.7 em: SD =

oc, range = 0.5°C; 4.45 em: SD = 0.203 oc, range = 0.6 oc; the vertical

spread between groups just reflects that the proxies were tested at slightly different
temperatures.) The low variations were gratifying because of the potential sources
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of error in this test. One of these was the size of the laser aiming spot on the side of
the proxies. It was kept in proportion to the proxy size, but in reality, because it
used only approximate visual estimates for the aiming circle size and placement on
a given proxy (in order to mirror what would be done during the rest of the
research), there could have been significantly more variation than on the test tank.
The tank had a large, flat end, while the proxies had smaller, curved sides of
different curvatures, and each proxy had differing cooling rates due to capacity and
differences in construction. As it was, the error (in SD) was only about three times
that of the test tank measurements, and in any event less than or equal to 0.2 °C,
which I felt was a very acceptable margin for this research. Since the SD of all
groups was also of a similar magnitude to each other, it was decided that it was
acceptable to handhold the thermometer, for all proxy sizes, in taking static
temperature measurements.
Variation in background temperature readings down and back the test track
showed differences both in mean and error depending on which direction I was
walking (Figs. 25 and 26.) The temperatures were taken from left-to-right (red) and
then from right-to-left (yellow) within the four-minute measurement period. The
reason for the difference is unknown, but could have been affected by the small
sample size. The differences do not seem to be the result of room heating since
there was a drop during the L-R segment and then a sudden rise as the R-L was
commenced. Possibly some subtle difference relating to the way the thermometer
was aimed or held is responsible.
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Motor speed equations were close to linear (Fig.27.) Initially I had fitted a
purely linear equation, but there were poor fits at the low end of the speed range.
This was because the 21.5 em proxy, heavier than the other two, was more of a load
on the permanent-magnet motor at low motor speeds. This is apparent in the graph
as the visible differences between the 14.7 em and 21.5 em curves (the graph is
labeled 14.7 em for one proxy curve but its data matched the 4.45 em proxy also.)
At higher speeds (>20 on the dial) this effect on the motor disappeared. For anyone
making their own test setup, I would advise using a motor well oversized for the
requirements. Nonetheless, the discrepancies did not affect my results, as I obtained
good curve-fits for a good workable conversion for dial-to-speed. Additionally, a
check across the dial settings' coefficients of variation showed no correlation with
dial setting, which was evidence of equal (or at least random) variation across dial
settings.
Main test results
All of the main data graphs of which Fig.l 0 is an example are included in
Fig. 28. Motion-induced cooling tests results are shown in Fig. 29 and 30.
Directional dependency of repeatability is shown in Fig. 31.
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Figures

Fig.l. A commercial PID (by Visonic), measuring 12 em high. The translucent
plastic window is a faceted Fresnel lens through which the internal IR sensitive
chip sees the world.

Fig. 2. The three proxies (21.5, 14.7, and 4.45 em) with three 4.45 em clones, a 15
em ruler, and the Raytek IR thermometer.
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Fig 3.The carrier showing the support rods and the 14.7 em proxy.

Fig. 4. The movable PID rack with eight PIDs.
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Fig. 5. The test track, down which the proxy carrier was pulled by a motor-driven
rope.

Fig. 6. The gearmotor, sheave, and power supply/speed-control box.
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sensitivities to the direction of the passes.
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Fig. 17. Maggie Bray, the dog used in the animal testing. The white box
superimposed on Maggie is the calculated size of the equivalent proxy at

a AT of 8.8

oc.
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Fig.18. A schematic of the test room. The details of the track and motive system
can be seen, and also the movable foamboard shields. The shields
limit the PID view of the proxy to a 25° field, and are moved if the Pills are moved
closer (e.g., position A) or further (e.g., position B) to keep this angle. This
eliminated angle of travel as a variable in testing.
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Fig.19. The back of the PID rack, showing the battery and microcontroller box.

Fig.20. The laptop, with the display software showing all eight PID indicators.
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Fig.21. The test tank for some thermometer tests. The right end is a 2" thick
aluminum slab covered with 1/8" foam rubber. The rest of the body is covered with

Y2" foam sheet insulation. Fill and vent fittings can be seen at the top of the tank.
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